
Digitalize the management of internal employee requests with a simple and 
comprehensive solution that facilitates administrative work, improves 
productivity and maximizes the value of the organization.
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INTERNAL REQUEST MANAGEMENT
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Improve your organization's 
productivity and planning  

Minimize the administrative management of the

area's processes in order to focus resources on the

business, thus improving the organization's

productivity and facilitating the work and

motivation of its employees.

CHALLENGE IDEAL SOLUTIÓN OUTCOME

To have a digital and integral solution that

automates the process, user-friendly for employees

and which consolidates information in a secure and

clear way, in order to add value to the

organization's strategic planning.

✓ Improve the productivity of organizations

✓ Help in the planning of strategic business 

processes.

✓ Increased job satisfaction and reduced 

administration costs.

Productivity is one of the determining factors of business. To

achieve an improvement in this sense, it is necessary to

analyze each process and detect actions to maximize the value

of the company. The digital management of internal requests is

a key solution to achieve this, as it allows a reduction in costs

associated with the time and administration resources

consumed by this type of internal processes, better planning of

available talent and its allocation to projects and

organizational objectives and greater employee satisfaction



INFOAVAN, AVAN 365 GSI and Microsoft 
Power Platform

The AVAN365 GSI solution is built on Microsoft Power Platform, allowing you to have all the required 

functionality in a single platform. Manage and track your leave requests, medical leave or absences with a 

comprehensive and straightforward solution, all thanks to the Power Platform tools.

Storage, governance and security of your 

data, always available from any device 

with Dataverse

AVAN365 GSI & CLOUD

Manage, trace and automate your 

internal request process with the tools 

available on the Power Platform

AVAN365 GSI & EMPOWER

PowerApps provides you with an 

intuitive, agile and easy to use solution. 

Spend your time on what really matters, 

improving the productivity of your 

organization.

AVAN365 GSI & AGILE



Simple and comprehensive 
management of internal requests

AVAN35 GSI allows the user to have autonomy in making requests. This

reduces administration costs and improves the user experience by providing

more detailed and real-time information on the status of their requests.

Define the type of request, the dates for 

your leave and attach the required 

documentation for justification.

Make your holiday, sick leave or 

absence request.

Check the status of your requests in the 

application and receive email 

notifications when a request changes 

status. 

Check the status of your requests 

or receive notifications when their 

status changes.

An overview of the current year, e.g. how 

many days of holiday you still have to

take or how many hours you have to make 

up.

View your annual summary of 

requests1 2 3



Follow-up of request

Make your requests and receive real-time notifications when the status changes.

AUTOMATE

Easy tracking of requests submitted by the employee or pending evaluation by the 

approver.

CONTROL AND FOLLOW UP

Organize work groups by knowing which people are absent at any given time.

PLAN and ORGANISE

SIMPLE AND INTUITIVE SOLUTION



Customize your solution to your 
organization's needs

Holidays per workplace

Holidays for each employee

Permits established by law

Notifications and integrations 
with Outlook

FLEXIBLE Solution

Define and customize 
your locations, public 
holidays and even the 
notification system:



Organize work teams

Agility for the follow-up and 
evaluation of the requests of 
your staff in charge

Absence control by date and 
team 

Requests received notifications

END-TO-END SOLUTION

Manage your staff's 
requests and plan your 
work teams:



Analize and makes strategic decisions

Obtain detailed reports and 
charts to help in the planning of 
strategic processes.

Allows managers to manage staff 
absences.

Data 100% exportable to Excel.

AGILE SOLUTION

AGILE SOLUTION



@InfoavanCRM infoavan-soluciones/  

Avan 365 GSI

Request a free trial: narata@infoavan.com

Call for further information: +34 91 721 68 53

Send us your questions: social@infoavan.com

Learn more about us and our business solutions: infoavan.com
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